Mechanical ventilation in chronic obstructive lung disease.
Exacerbations of COPD are a leading indication for MV in the intensive care unit. A thorough understanding of the pathophysiology of AVF in COPD is critical for physicians caring for these patients. In particular, physicians should understand DHI and use the ventilator and ancillary techniques to minimize its impact. Noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation should be considered strongly in relatively stable patients with an adequate mental status and manageable secretions. Once AVF resolves, patients should be removed from the ventilator as soon as is safe to do so to minimize the adverse effects of prolonged MV. An organized approach to weaning and identifying patients capable of independent breathing is crucial. Most patients with COPD and AVF benefit from MV and generally return to or approach their premorbid functional status. A significant subset, however, will not benefit from, or choose not to undergo, MV. Deciding upon appropriate therapeutic options for these patients relies heavily on effective communication between physician and patient. Comprehensive discussions before the development of AVF can assist decision-making after respiratory failure develops.